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Abstract. We present first ideas on how results about qualitative spatial reason-
ing can be exploited in reasoning about action and change. Current work concen-
trates on a line segment based calculus, the dipole calculus and necessary exten-
sions for representing navigational concepts like turn right. We investigate how
its conceptual neighborhood structure can be applied in the situation calculus for
reasoning qualitatively about relative positions in dynamic environments.

1 Introduction

Most current reliable robot systems are based on a completely determined geometrical
world model. The applied metric methods are tending to fail in frequently changing
spatial configurations and when accurate distance and orientation information is not
obtainable. Qualitative representation of space abstracts from the physical world and
enables computers to make predictions about spatial relations, even when precise quan-
titative information is not available [4]. Important aspects are topological and positional
(orientation and distance) information about in most cases physically extended objects.
Calculi dealing with such information have been well investigated over recent years and
give general and sound reasoning strategies, e.g. about topological relations between re-
gions as in RCC-8 [37,38], about the relative position orientation of three points as in
Freksa’s Double-Cross Calculus [13] or about orientation of two line segments as in the
Dipole Calculus [32,42]. For reasoning with calculi as the above mentioned ones stan-
dard constraint-based reasoning techniques can be applied. In [42] Schlieder sketched
how a qualitative calculus like the Dipole Calculus might be applied to robot navigation.

In this paper we want to show how to use conceptual neighborhoods [12] for com-
bining Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) approaches with Reasoning about Action
and Change (RAC) approaches for the purpose of robot navigation and path-planning.
For the first sketch of our ideas we chose the Dipole Calculus (QSR) and the Situation
Calculus [29] respectively Golog [28] (RAC) as agent control language.

Two relations are conceptual neighbors if their spatial configurations can be con-
tinuously transformed into each other with only minimal change, e.g. in RCC-8 two
disconnected regions (configuration 1) cannot overlap (3) without being externally con-
nected (2) in between. Therefore 1 and 2, as well as 2 and 3 are conceptually neighbor-
ing relations but not 1 and 3. Expressing these connections between the relations leads



to conceptual neighborhood graphs (CNH-graph). For further motivation for qualitative
spatial reasoning we refer to [14] .

Frameworks for reasoning about action and change, e.g. the Situation Calculus [29]
based programming language Golog [28], also provide facilities for representing and
reasoning about sets of spatial locations. Current variants are able to deal with e.g. con-
currency [7], continuous change [22] or decision theory [15]. The Golog framework has
been applied successfully in real world domains, e.g. in the RHINO museum tour guide
project [3] , or for playing robotic soccer in the RoboCup tournaments [10]. Addition-
ally we can integrate navigational and non navigational actions, e.g. say(.), pick(.), or
look(.), without any extra effort.

Unfortunately no formal spatial theory, e.g. for relative position terms like left, right
or behind, is defined within for dealing with underspecified, coarse knowledge. There-
fore every project modeling dynamic domains needs the naive formalization of such a
theory by the developer again and again, although such concepts have been formally
investigated.

We present first ideas about qualitative navigation on the basis of oriented line seg-
ments, which we consider a valuable starting point. In this context we will show one
way how the results about conceptual neighborhood can be applied in the Situation Cal-
culus resp. Golog. In the first stage of this work we will only look at simulated scenarios
to omit additional complexity caused by real robot control.

The long term goal is a general representation and usage of qualitative spatial con-
cepts about relative position like e.g. left, right, or inFrontOf within the Situa-
tion Calculus or, the programming language Golog, e.g. providing action facilities like
go(leftOf, exhibit7). We do not only expect such formal qualitative concepts being
useful in agent programming but also in human machine interaction [44,30].

In this paper we will present several variants of the Dipole Calculus at different lev-
els of granularity and their corresponding conceptual neighborhoods. We present nec-
essary extensions for expressing robot navigation tasks more adequately. Without doing
so we would not be able to formalize navigational behavior with the basic translational
and rotational commands intrinsic to every robot system. After a brief introduction to
the Situation Calculus and the programming language Golog we will present a first ap-
proach combining the Dipole Calculus with the Situation Calculus and Golog. We will
clarify our ideas with concrete examples and end with final conclusions.

2 Qualitative Spatial Reasoning

Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) is an abstraction that summarizes similar quantita-
tive states into one qualitative characterization. From a cognitive perspective the qual-
itative method compares features of the domain rather than measuring them in terms
of some artificial external scale [13]. The two main directions in QSR are topological
reasoning about regions, e.g. the RCC-8, and positional reasoning about point configu-
rations. An overview is given in [5].

Solving navigation tasks involves reasoning about paths as well as reasoning about
configurations of objects or landmarks perceived along the way and thus requires the
representation of orientation and distance information [41,25]. Many approaches deal



with global allocentric metrical data. For many navigational tasks we do not need ab-
solute allocentric information about the position, instead we need relative egocentric
representations and a fast process for updating these relations during navigation [45,46].

Several calculi dealing with relative positional information have been presented in
recent years. Freksa’s double cross calculus [13] deals with triples of points and can
also be viewed as a calculus dealing with positional binary relations between a dipole
and a point. Schlieder proposed a calculus based on line segments with clockwise or
counter clockwise orientation of generating start and end points in [42]. He presented
a CNH-graph of 14 basic relations. Isli and Cohn [24] presented a ternary algebra for
reasoning about orientation. This algebra contains a tractable subset of base relations.

Moratz et al. [32] extend Schlieder’s calculus. In a first variant ten additional rela-
tions are regarded, where the two dipoles meet in one point, resulting in a relation alge-
bra in the sense of Tarski [26] with 24 basic relations. Also an extended version is intro-
duced such that spatial configurations can be distinguished in a more fine grained fash-
ion. An application oriented calculus dealing with ternary point configurations (TPCC)
is presented in [31]. It is suited for both, human robot communication [30] and spatial
reasoning in route graphs [31]. Even more fine grained calculi can be used to do path
integration for mobile robots [33]. In [47] a line segment approach for shape matching
in a robotic context is presented. In this context the line extraction are derived efficiently
in O(n log n) by using the method of Discrete Curve Evolution [47]. In [1] qualitative
spatial calculi are linked to ontological engineering.

2.1 Neighborhood-Based Reasoning

Neighborhood-based reasoning describes whether two spatial configurations of objects
can be transformed into each other by small changes [12]. The conceptual neighbor-
hood of a qualitative spatial relation which holds for a spatial arrangement is the set of
relations into which a relation can be changed with minimal transformations, e.g. by
continuous deformation. Such a transformation can be a movement of one object of the
configuration in a short period of time. On the discrete level of concepts, neighborhood
corresponds to continuity on the geometric or physical level of description: continuous
processes map onto identical or neighboring classes of descriptions [14]. Spatial neigh-
borhoods are very natural perceptual and cognitive entities and other neighborhood
structures can be derived from spatial neighborhoods, e.g. temporal neighborhoods. The
term continuous in the presence of transformation or deformation needs a grounding in
spatial change over time. From our point of view the continuous transformation is the
continuous motion of a robot r. This can be described by the function pos(r) : T → P ,
where T is a set of times and P is a set of possible positions of r. Now assuming T and
P being topological spaces, the motion of r is continuous, if the the function pos(r) is
continuous [18]. Detailed work on different aspects of continuity were investigated in
[2,6,16,17,23,35]. Based on different definitions of continuity different neighborhood
graphs may arouse. This is also true for different robot kinematics, e.g. comparing dif-
ferential drive robots versus omnidirectional drive robots.

A movement of an agent can then be modeled qualitatively as a sequence of neigh-
boring spatial relations which hold for adjacent time intervals. Using this qualitative
representation of trajectories neighborhood-based spatial reasoning can be used as a



simple, abstract model of robot navigation and exploration. Neighborhoods can be
formed recursively and represented by hierarchical tree or lattice structures.

Schlieder [42] mapped orientation onto ordering. He defined the orientation on tri-
angles and for every set with more than three points recursively for every triangle. He
extracted 14 basic relations to reason about ordering of line segments1. The conceptual
neighborhood graph is shown in Fig. 3. The labels are illustrated in Fig. 4.

From the neighborhood graphs of the individual relations, the neighborhood graph
of the overall configuration must be derived. In this global neighborhood graph, spatial
transformations from a start state to a goal state can be determined. It has been investi-
gated to use the neighborhood graph of two objects for spatial navigation [42]. It has not
been investigated yet how a neighborhood graph for a configuration of more complex
or even several objects can be constructed using efficient, qualitative methods based on
local knowledge.

A problem for the efficient construction of neighborhood graphs for multiple objects
is the combinatorial explosion due to the combined neighborhoods of all objects. A po-
tential solution to this problem is to locally restrict the combination of transitions. If we
partition the environment of the moving agent into small parts, then only the neighbor-
hood transition graph for these smaller spatial configurations needs to be considered.

2.2 Dipole Relation Algebra

In [32] a qualitative spatial calculus dealing with two directed line segments, in the
following also called dipole, as basic entities was presented. These dipoles are used
for representing spatial objects with intrinsic orientation. A dipole A is defined by two
points, the start point sA and the end point eA. The presented calculus deals with the
orientation of two dipoles. An example of the relation lrrr is shown in Fig. 1. The four
letters denote the relative position (e.g. left or right) of one of the points to the other
dipole:

A lrrr B := A l sB ∧ A r eB ∧ B r sA ∧ B r sA

Based on a two dimensional continuous space, R
2, the location and orientation of

two different dipoles can be distinguished by representing the relative position of start
and end points. This means left or right and the same start or end point if no more than
three points are allowed on a line, and without this restriction back, interior and front
additionally (Fig. 2).

The first view leads to 24 jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (jepd) basic re-
lations, i.e. between any two dipoles exactly one relation holds at any time. Addition-
ally they build up a relation algebra with 24 basic relations. These relations build up
a quite coarse distinction between different orientations, thus we will call this alge-
bra (DRAc). A visualization is given in Fig. 4. Because of forming a relation algebra
standard constraint-based reasoning techniques can be applied. The unrestricted version
leads to a relation algebra with 72 basic relations. We will call this fine grained algebra
DRAf . For a detailed description of the calculus’ properties we refer to [32].

1 16 potential triangle configurations, but two configurations are geometrically impossible.
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2.3 Extended Dipole Relation Algebra

Unfortunately DRAf may not be sufficient for robot navigation tasks, because even
in this finer grained version many different dipole configurations are pooled in one
relation. Thus we extend the representation with additional orientation knowledge and
derive a more fine grained relation algebra with additional orientation distinctions. We
will call this DRAfp.

Fig. 5 for example visualizes the large configuration space for the rrrr relation.
This might lead to quite squiggly paths if using these concepts for robot navigation.
Other relations being extremely coarse are llrr, rrll and llll. We would expect a more
goal directed behavior breaking up the relations by regarding the angle spanned by the
two dipoles qualitatively. This gives us an important additional distinguishing feature
with four distinctive values. These qualitative distinctions are parallelism (P ) or anti-
parallelism (A) and mathematically positive and negative angles between A and B,
leading to three refining relations for each of the four above mentioned relations (Fig.
6). Thus we call this algebra DRAfp being an extension of the fine grained relation
algebra DRAf with additional distinctions based on “parallelism”.

For the other relations a ’+’, ’−’, ’P ’, or ’A’ is already determined by the original
base relation. We give a complete list of the resulting DRAfp algebra:
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1. Original relations from DRAc:
(a) Extended relations (12):

rrrr+, rrrrA, rrrr−, rrll+, rrllP, rrll−, llrr+, llrrP, llrr−, llll+,

llllA, llll−
(b) Unmodified relations (20):

rrrl−, rrlr+, rlrr+, rllr+, rlll+, lrrr−, lrrl−, lrll−, llrl−, lllr+
ells+, errs−, lere−, rele+, slsr+, srsl−, lsel−, rser+, seseP, esesA

2. Additional cases on one line2, seseP and esesA are already defined in 1.(b):
(a) Basic Allen cases (12):

ffbbP, efbsP, ifbiP, bfiiP, sfsiP, beieP, bbffP, bsefP, biifP, iibfP,

sisfP, iebeP

(b) Converse cases relative to Allen (12):
ffffA, fefeA, fifiA, fbiiA, fseiA, ebisA, iifbA, eifsA, isebA,

bbbbA, sbsbA, ibibA

3. Other additional cases:
(a) Without converse (12):

lllb+, llf l−, llbr+, llrf−, lirl+, lfrr−, lril−, lrri+, blrr−, irrl−,

frrr+, rbrr+
(b) The converse (12):

lbll−, f lll+, brll−, rfll+, rlli−, rrlf+, illr+, rilr−, rrbl+, rlir+,

rrfr−, rrrb−

2 For a relation algebra about this subset of DRAf see [40].



A rlrr B A rlll BA rllr B A lrrr B

A lrll BA lrrl B A llrl BA llrr B A llll BA lllr B

A rrll BA rrlr BA rrrl BA rrrr B

A errs BA ells B

A eses BA sese BA rser BA lsel BA srsl BA slsr BA rele BA lere B

Fig. 4. The 24 atomic relations of the coarse dipole calculus. In the dipole calculus orthogonality
is not defined, although the visual presentation might suggest this

Fig. 5. Pairs of dipoles (A: solid, B: dashed) subsumed by the same relation A(rrrr)B

For lack of space we refer to our web page3 for the CNH-graphs and CNH-tables for
DRAc, DRAf and DRAfp. Restricting to relations suited for robotic navigational
tasks where dipoles represent solid objects4 we end up with only 40 base relations, thus
giving us a condensed CNH-graph.

3 WWW.SFBTR8.UNI-BREMEN.DE/PROJECT/R3/CNH/
4 Other non solid objects like doorways may also be represented by dipoles.
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3 The Situation Calculus

The situation calculus is a second order language for representing and reasoning about
dynamic domains. Although many different variants have been developed from the orig-
inal framework for dealing with, e.g. concurrency [7], continuous change [20,22] or
uncertainty [19], all dialects are based on three sorts: actions, situations and fluents.

All changes in the world are caused by an action ai in the specific situation si result-
ing in the successor situation si+1. The special constant S0 denotes the initial situation
where no action has been performed before. The binary function si+1 = do(ai, si)
starting from S0 together with a sequence of actions forms a history. Actions are only
applicable in the specific situation if preconditions hold which are axiomatized by the
predicate Poss(a, s). Fluents are features of the world that might change from situation
to situation, e.g. the agents position is changed by a go-action. Two fluent types can
be distinguished. Relational fluents describe truth values while functional fluents hold
general values and both might change over situations. They are denoted by predicate,



or function symbols holding the situation as last argument. The action effects on fluents
are axiomatized in so called successor state axioms (SSA) [39]. The general form of an
SSA for a relational fluent F with its parameters x is

Poss(a, s) ⇒ (F (x, do(a, s)) = true ≡

the execution of a makes F (x, s) true
∨F (x, s) already true and a makes no change).

With a basic action theory as presented in [27], namely the action precondition
axioms, the successor state axioms, the initial situation and an additional unique names
axiom a domain model can be formalized.

Golog [28] is a programming language based on the situation calculus for specifying
complex tasks like those typically found in robotic scenarios. Golog offers program-
ming constructs well known from imperative programming languages like sequence,
if-then-else,, while and recursive procedures. Additionally, a nondeterministic choice
operator is provided to choose from the given alternatives during runtime. Another im-
portant difference compared to most other programming languages is the notion of a
test condition, which in general can be an arbitrary first order sentence.

We give a list of common programming constructs offered by Golog. The ei denote
legal Golog programs:

1. a: primitive actions (actions in the situation calculus)
2. [e1, . . . , en]: sequence of actions
3. ?(c): test whether condition c is true, with c denoting an arbitrary first order for-

mula
4. if(c, e1, e2): conditional execution of e1 if c evaluates true and e2 otherwise
5. while(c, e): while c is true e will be executed
6. e1|e2: nondeterministic action choice, such that either e1 or e2 is executed
7. star(e) or ?(e): nondeterministic iteration, i.e. e is repeated an arbitrary number of

times
8. pi(ϑ, e) or Π(ϑ, e): nondeterministic argument choice, i.e. choose an argument

term t and proceed with e substituting all occurrences of ϑ with t

9. Pi: procedures, including recursion

Golog programs, also called procedures, can be viewed as macros for complex ac-
tions which are mapped onto primitive actions in the situation calculus. With the above
given features Golog serves as integrative framework for programming and planning in
dynamic domains. Central for the semantics is the ternary relation Do(δ, s, s′) which
is a mapping onto a situation calculus formula. Roughly spoken Do(δ, s, s′) means
that given a program δ the situation s′ is reachable starting in s. Several extensions
e.g. dealing with concurrency [7,36], continuous change [22], sensing [8], probabilis-
tic projections [21] or decision theory [11,43] have been presented. Very important for
defining our task are sensing and exogenous actions for on-line robot control. Both
actions bind the given results to one or more fluents such that they can be used for
controlling the agent. With the help of sensing actions the agent is able to obtain envi-
ronment information actively. If the robot wants to deliver a letter to a specific person



he has to check actively whether the person talking to is the right recipient, e.g. by
get_name_of_person(name) with the fluent name holding the result afterwards. In
contrast exogenous actions are asynchronous events in the environment, e.g. if some-
one starts talking to the robot an action with the content might be written in the history
by speech_input(”Could you...”). Modeling reacting to speech by a sensing action
would lead to a quite introverted agent only willing to react if he “likes to”.

4 Examples

We have presented on the one hand the situation calculus as framework for reasoning
about action and change, which spatial relations are build on an absolute geometri-
cal coordinate system. On the other hand we presented the line segment based dipole
calculus together with its conceptual neighborhood (CNH) graph for reasoning about
relative position. The CNH-graph describes possible qualitative transitions between ad-
jacent relative configurations by continuous motion.

Regarding only two dipoles (compare to Fig. 1 with the dashed dipole representing
an agent and the solid dipole a static object) in DRAc the term behind may be defined
by relation rlrr and lrll, and front by rlll and lrrr. In the following we will restrict
dipoles to representing only solid objects.

4.1 General Assumptions and Definitions

Below we will use our newly developed dipole calculus DRAfp, because we consider
DRAf not being fine grained enough, especially in the context of turning operations.
As stated above the CNH-graph is presented on our web page4. We define the symmetric
binary relation cnh(p, q) holding if two relations p and q are conceptually neighboring.
We denote the set of all defined dipoles in the domain with D.

A simple object is a single dipole. A complex object is a polygon, i.e. a sequence of
n dipoles Ri ∈ D where two consecutive dipoles share a common point. For a closed
complex object R0 and Rn must share a common point as well. How such representa-
tions can be extracted efficiently and in a compact manner is shown in [47]. The set of
all objects is denoted O.

Modeling a robot domain in the situation calculus at least one fluent pos(s) for
holding the recent position of the agent A relative to one object resp. dipole is needed:
pos(s) = 〈ri, o〉 with ri ∈ DRAfp and o ∈ O, i.e. the relation A (ri) o holds. In gen-
eral there will be more than one dipole, or object present in an environment. Therefore
more than one positional fluent relative to different dipoles will be necessary for sound
navigation, i.e. posj(s) = 〈rij

, oj〉 with j = 1 . . . n and n representing the number
of necessary dipoles. In this paper we will show by example, that not all dipoles are
important for doing so. In future we have to investigate which dipoles are essential.

In our examples we consider only the basic navigational action go(ri, o). The pre-
condition that the agent is not blocked holds at any time. Other actions dealing with rel-
ative positional information in a domain are e.g. transporting an object R from current
position to destination 〈rdest, odest〉: bring(R, rdest, odest) or informational questions
about spatial configurations.



Because of restricting dipoles to representing only solid objects we can denote sub-
sets (not necessarily disjoint) of relations suitable for intra-object, agent-object and
inter-object relations, regarding a dipole and an object. As defined above the subse-
quent dipoles of the intra-object description need to share a common point. Therefore
only relations containing an e or s are suitable for object descriptions. For the sake of
simplicity we omit the case of an internal connection of two dipoles. If we assume the
agent not being allowed to touch any other object only relations without sharing a start,
end or internal point are applicable. Thus we can define a subset of relations DRAobject

fp

suitable for intra-object definition.

DRAfp ⊃ DRAobject
fp =

{ells+,errs-,lere-,rele+,slsr+,srsl-,lsel-,rser+}

For agent-object relations all other relations except relations containing an internal
dipole connection are suitable, for inter-object relations all DRAfp relations except
relations with overlapping dipoles may be used.

4.2 Naive Implementation for Two Dipoles

In a first step we show how a CNH structure might be represented in the situation cal-
culus for two dipoles representing an agent A and an arbitrary object R. The successor
state axiom for the go-action looks the same as in other domain models without a formal
qualitative spatial theory:

Poss(a, s) ⇒ [pos(do(a, s)) = 〈rj , o〉 ≡

a = go(rj , o) ∨

[pos(s) = 〈rj , o〉 ∧ a 6= go(rk, ol)]]

The formula describes the SSA for the go action. If action a is possible in situation
s, the fluent pos(s) holds for 〈rj , o〉 in the successor situation (i.e. after executing a the
agent is rj relative to object o), iff the go action just defined to go there, or the agent was
already in that position in the originating situation and no go action told to go in any
other relation to any other object. But the graph structure of the dipole calculus helps
us for the definition of the preconditions by exploiting the adjacency of the conceptual
neighborhood structure. A movement of the agent to a relative position towards the
object is only possible if he is already in a conceptually neighboring configuration.
This results in:

Poss(go(rj , o), s) ⇔ pos(s) = 〈ri, o〉 ∧ cnh(ri, rj).

Assuming an agent A and an object R being in relative position A(lrrr-)B with the
goal of being A(ffffA)B. The situation calculus and CNH-graph will give the same
solution, namely two options to go around R. We sketch the action sequence resp. the
transition through neighboring CNH-graph states in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Simple example with two options for agent A going round object R

4.3 Complex Objects (Going round the Kaaba)

Now we present an example for a complex object. One of the tasks during the hadsch
(the great Muslim pilgrimage) is rounding the Kaaba (a cubic building in the main
mosque in Mekka) seven times. The knowledge about the Kaaba k (compare Fig. 8)
can be represented as follows:

R0(errs−)R1 ∧ R1(errs−)R2 ∧ R2(errs−)R3 ∧ R3(errs−)R0

The agent A may start in position A0 with A0(rrllP)R0. At this time the other walls
of the Kaaba are of no interest for determining the relative position. Going round the
corner of R0 and R1 we may get the relations shown in Fig. 9. There are other options
traversing the neighborhood graph while turning around, e.g. if the robot starts turning
a little earlier. Here we wanted to state the existence of at least one possibility how to
turn around the corner.

Looking at all relations for a round trip an analogous situation holds at each corner
while the other sides provide no useful knowledge. Thus in this example only two sides
are sufficient for describing the relative position of an agent towards the complete ob-
ject. We expect this being true for more complex, but convex objects, although we have
no formal proof so far.

4.4 Going Towards Macro Definitions

After extracting the neighborhoods for one complex action like “turn right” we are now
heading for some sort of macro definition such that an agent is able to perform a “turn
right” on the basis of line segments and imprecise orientation information. We are now
looking at the turn problem from a rather communicative perspective.

Imagine being blind, standing at a wall with the task of turning right at the next
corner with arbitrary angle and describing it to an external person. The only sensor
is one’s own right hand extended to the right front which can be seen as some sort
of coarse “orientation sensor” transferring the task to a robot. One way describing the
process of the first right turn in Fig. 8 might be:
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Fig. 8. 32 different qualitative positions an agent A might traverse going round the Kaaba
{R0...R3}

1. Position yourself parallel to the wall and follow the wall until you feel an edge
(A1). If one is moving away or coming closer to the wall it has to be adjusted until
the robot is again parallel to the wall.

2. Go a little straight ahead so that the edge is to the right of you (A2), i.e. the next
wall comes just into reach on the right side.

3. Turn (in a bow) right around the corner until you are parallel to the next wall (A3-
A5).

4. Go a little straight ahead until the first wall just gets out of reach (A6).
5. Go straight ahead until the corner is right behind you (A7).
6. Follow the wall (A8).

All the named actions can be modeled as local behaviors and with the help of the
base relations presented in DRAfp. If for example loosing parallelism (A(rrllP )R0)
to a wall while following it, we have to look whether we have a mathematically positive
or negative orientation towards the relating dipole and turn accordingly. We will take
such descriptions as a basis for our macro definitions. At first glance the relations of the
(DRAfp) might seem to be too fine grained to represent a simple behavior like turning
right adequately. But without the additional relations compared to the (DRAc) we have
not found a way for making the transition from one reference dipole to another (from
R0 to R1) possible, which is necessary to model going round a corner.



Fig. 9. The relations (Ay(ry,x)Rx) for an idealized turn right

4.5 Macro Definitions

We now have to define an action macro within the framework such that we can model
the desired behavior, turning right at a specific corner with the help of neighborhood
transitions. Regarding the visualization in Fig. 9 we defined a procedure as shown in
Alg. 1. A preliminary to executing this description is being able to percept and distin-
guish the dipoles.

Turn right at the next opportunity defined in the terms of an initial situation and a
goal state might for example lead to the following description:

– S0 : pos(Ri, rrllP ), i.e A(rrllP )Ri with Ri being an aritrary wall the agent stands
next to with the heading in the just about correct direction.

– Goal : A(rrllP )Rj if the relation Ri(errs−)Rj holds5.

This means in the initial situation only the wall to the right (Ri) and the dipole
which is the next connected one (Rj) in the direction of movement is relevant. We
omit the case where a straight wall might be represented with several dipoles being
connected via a relation such as bsefP. In the goal situation only the relative position
towards Rj is important. Thus we have to look how the transitions from pos(rrllP,Ri)
to pos(rrllP,Rj) can be defined. Thus in the beginning Ri is the main anchor for the
relative position while in the end it is Rj . During the period of turning around the corner
described by Ri(errs+)Rj the according relation has to be kept as auxiliary anchor in
mind. Thus we have to split the pos(.) fluent in posmain and posaux.

Following this result we have to reformulate the precondition and successor state
axiom such that only the main anchor is changed by a movement action and the auxiliary
anchor is unaffected:

Poss(go(rj , o), s) ⇔ posmain(s) = 〈ri, o〉 ∧ cnh(ri, rj)

Poss(a, s) ⇒ [posmain(do(a, s)) = 〈rj , o〉 ≡

a = go(rj , o) ∨

[posmain(s) = 〈rj , o〉 ∧ a 6= go(rx, ox)]]

The question now is where Ri and Rj should flip from serving as main anchor
to auxiliary anchor, and vice versa. Analyzing Fig. 9 shows the relations from A0

to A3 relative to R0 being stable, whereas A5 to A8 is stable for R1. Therefore the

5 We omit the symmetric case of Ri(rele+)Rj here.



anchors need to be changed around the relation concerning position A4. Addition-
ally we have to introduce several new actions which allows us for example to set
a specific dipole as auxiliary anchor (set_posaux(Rx)6) and to switch between the
two anchors (switch_posmain_posaux). We also introduce the special turning actions
rotate_right(oi, rij

) and rotate_left(oi, rij
), although they have almost the same for-

malization as the go() action except not all conceptual neighbors are reachable, namely
the ones needing translation to be reached. In Alg. 1 we use posmain(Rx, rx) as abbre-
viation for posmain(s) = 〈Rx, rx〉. Additionally a coarse environment description as
presented for the Kaaba in section 4.3 is given.

In the initial situation we only know the agent being next to R0, thus defining
posmain and no auxiliary dipole is set. Given the task of turning right at the next possi-
bility (compare turn_next_right in Alg. 1) we have to bind a fluent Ri to the current
value of the main anchor and look for the next right turn Rj in our environment descrip-
tion. As stated above we omit the case of several dipoles representing a straight wall.
Now we have the relevant information available for turning right at the next opportunity.

The turn_right(R0, R1) procedure makes the robot turn at the specific corner be-
tween R0 and R1. In the lines one to three we have to check whether R0 is the main
position anchor as well as R0 and R1 really form a right corner. Next we set the auxil-
iary anchor to R1. So far we have not checked whether we are in the right orientation
relative to R0. So we have to check and turn accordingly. Now we need R1 as main
anchor (line 10). The rest of the procedure is coded straightforward according to Fig.
9. In the end R1 is the main anchor for the robot’s position and we do not need posaux

anymore. After executing this procedure the agent is in position A8 according to Fig. 8.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented our approach that showed how the concept of conceptual neighborhood
can be exploited for reasoning about relative positional information in the situation
calculus in the absence of precise quantitative information. We introduced an extended
dipole relation algebra DRAfp better suited for spatial navigation. We expect that every
qualitative calculus can be translated in a straightforward manner naively onto precon-
ditions and successor state axioms using its conceptual neighborhood feature. We have
shown by example that not all dipoles of a complex object are necessary to determine
the relative position towards the object. We expect the results for connected complex
objects being applicable for several not connected dipoles. Additionally we extracted
several subsets of the base relations for representing a complex object and dynamic
agent behavior.

Future work will deal with the question of how to keep the position representation
small for more than one dipole respectively object. A naive implementation would lead
to a combinatorial explosion, because the relative position of the agent has to be traced
for every single dipole. The presented approach with the two anchors will be problem-
atic in general, a set of nearest dipoles as a basis for the positional fluents will be more
adequate. A coarse grid partitioning the eight directions ahead, ahead-left, adjacent-
left, behind-left, behind, behind-right, adjacent-right and ahead-right and the agent in

6 We are using the term nil to reset the fluent.



Algorithm 1 A first approach defining a turn right macro
Initial Situation S0:

posmain(R0, rrllP ), i.e. A(rrllP )R0 and
posaux(nil, nil)

procedure turn_next_right

1: (Π Ri)[ posmain(Rx, rx), ?(Rx = Ri),
2: (Π Rj)[ ?((Ri(errs−)Rj ∨ (Ri(rele+)Rj)),
3: turn_right(Ri, Rj)]]

procedure turn_right(R0, R1)

1: ?(R0(errs−)R1 ∨ R0(rele+)R1),
2: (ΠRi)[posmain(Rx, rx),
3: ?(Ri = R0)],
4: set_posaux(R1),
5: if (rx = rrll−) then
6: rotate_right(R0, rrllP )
7: else if (rx = rrll+) then
8: rotate_left(R0, rrllP )
9: end if

10: switch_posmain_posaux, // posmain = R1

11: go(rrrb−, R1), // (A1)
12: go(rrrl−, R1), // (A2)
13: go(rrbl−, R1), // (A3)
14: go(rrll−, R1), // (A4a)
15: switch_posmain_posaux, // posmain = R0

16: go(rrll+, R0), // (A4b)
17: switch_posmain_posaux, // posmain = R1

18: go(rrllP, R1), // (A5a)
19: switch_posmain_posaux, // posmain = R0

20: go(rrlf+, R0), // (A5b)
21: go(rrlr+, R0), // (A6)
22: go(rrfr−, R0), // (A7)
23: go(rrrr+, R0), // (A8)
24: switch_posmain_posaux, // posmain = R1

25: set_posaux(nil).



the middle as presented in [9,34] will serve as a starting point. For each direction the
most valuable dipole or object will be held together with the relation between the agent
and the dipole. The definition of the term ’most valuable dipole’ is one of the major
tasks to solve in this context. We will also look on the effects allowing dipoles to rep-
resent non-solid entities, e.g. doorways, and potentials to define some sort of general
macro definitions for turnLeft and turnRight or GoAround by paths in the concep-
tual neighborhood graph.
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